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Are you Buffalo bound this summer?  
Get ahead in your studies by choosing from a 
huge schedule of credit-bearing courses, lectures 
and workshops at UBThisSummer. Registration 
begins March 31.

Find a course or two  
that’s right for you at  
www.summer.buffalo.edu.

Spend a bright summer in Buffalo.
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Alex Rogala 
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Please
Recycle

RETIREMENT

“The ball is round. 
The game lasts 90 minutes. 
Everything else is pure theory.”
 — Sepp Herberger

To say my high school had an attitude problem would be like saying Attilla the Hun was an angry guy. 
Recently built, it drew its student body from two rival schools. Early on, we were split by a rift. Many students 
— especially upperclassmen — failed to branch out from their old cliques. Over time, the younger students 
bridged this gap by developing what might be called anti-school spirit. We booed at pep rallies. We threw 
water balloons at the house principal. I can’t even begin to imagine how administrators must have felt.

There are few things worse than representing an apathetic or downright hostile constituency. Reading this 
week’s feature (See “Electing SG: The 2011-2012 Presidential Candidates” on page 16.), I was reminded of my 
high school’s dilemma.

While I have my share of complaints about SG, I can certainly empathize with the issues it faces. Despite 
alarmingly low voter turnout at SG elections, students are quick to voice their disapproval of a system they 
failed to support in the first place. It’s a Gordian Knot that, while acknowledged, still presents a problem.

But SG does have one thing going for it — it knows who it represents.
As for us? For the past 60 years, REPORTER has made our home in basements. Through obscenity charges, 

staff member arrests and confiscated magazines, we’ve gained a reputation as kids throwing spitballs at the 
administration. Sometimes, it seems, we’re content to stay that way. Sometimes we lose sight of our true 
mission: serving RIT’s student population, faculty and staff.

 It’s far too easy to become complacent. It’s comfortable down here, nestled snugly away in the basement of 
the Campus Center. I’d certainly like to cozy up in that bowl chair in the corner of the office, throw on some 
sweet tunes and nap away. Doing only what I  myself wanted would be easy. But that’s not my job. There’s a sea 
change going on in the journalistic world, and, from this vantage point, anything is possible. The choice is in 
my hands. Or, more accurately, it’s in yours. 

So, I leave you with a challenge: Shake up my world. Call Rings — leave me a message. Shoot me an email. 
Visit our office and introduce yourself; I dare you. The room is A-730. Let me know what you want. If you 
never start that dialog, I can only do so much to serve you.

My name’s Alex. I’m new here. But this isn’t about me.
We’re your magazine. We release 30 issues a year. The rest is up to you. SG Vice Presidential candidate Phil Amsler listens as President Greg Pollock debates a point during the SG Election debates on April 8. | photograph by Neal Danis

cover photograph by Thomas Newton
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by Madeleine Villavicencio

BEHIND 
AMSLER’S 
RESIGNATION

In a brief telephone interview last fall, 
Amsler, a fourth year Mechanical Engineering 
major, told REPORTER that he had resigned for 
personal reasons. Although no further details 
were available at the time, new information 
has surfaced. Amsler was asked to withdraw 
from his presidency after a student conduct 
hearing resulted in a deferred disciplinary 
suspension. During the summer quarter, 
Tracey O’Dowd, a fourth year Hospitality and 
Service Management major, filed a case against 
Amsler with Public Safety.

On June 12, 2010, Amsler and a group of 
friends, including O’Dowd, spent a weekend 
at Amsler’s family cabin in Skaneateles, N.Y. 
That evening, Amsler and O’Dowd got into an 
argument in which O’Dowd was knocked to 
the ground.

According to O’Dowd, Amsler had entered 
her bedroom to talk, and their conversation 
quickly escalated to an argument. O’Dowd 
asked Amsler, who had been drinking, to 
leave. Amsler refused, cornering O’Dowd 
and continuing to question her until a friend 
entered the room. O’Dowd moved to the 
bathroom; Amsler followed her and stood in 
front of the door. The two continued to argue 
until Amsler finally allowed her to leave. On 
her way out, O’Dowd hit Amsler on his upper 
back with her hand. Amsler swung around, 
knocking her to the ground 6 to 8 feet away. 
O’Dowd landed on her back but sustained no 
physical injuries from the fall.

A few days after the incident, O’Dowd 
approached Amsler to talk about changing 
their housing situation; the two were assigned 
as roommates for the upcoming school year. 
They also talked about the possibility that 
Amsler attend counseling; O’Dowd worried 
about the possibility of a similar, or even worse, 
situation later down the road. Said O’Dowd, “It 
was for him, in that I wanted him to know that 
it wasn’t okay. And if he wouldn’t hear me say 
that, he needed to hear someone else say that.”

After several days of speaking with him, 
O’Dowd decided to report Amsler. “He was 
in no way interested in seeing a counselor or 
even open to changing housing ... And once 
I heard that he thought he didn’t do anything 
wrong, that’s when I changed my mind about 
reporting him,” she said.

According to Amsler, he tried his best to 
follow through with O’Dowd’s request that he 
see a counselor. “It took me a while because I 

The elected Student Government president who resigned shortly 
after assuming his position last summer is now running for vice 
president. In the 2011-2012 SG elections, former SG President Phil 

Amsler will once again be joining forces with running mate Greg Pollock; 
this time, as Pollock’s vice president. (See Electing SG: The 2011-2012 
Presidential Candidates” on page 16.) Last year, Amsler and Pollock won 
the presidential ticket by a landslide with 1,729 votes (58.39 percent).

was on co-op, and my experiments were time-
dependent. So by the time I actually went 
through [with] all her requests, she had already 
turned me in,” he said. Amsler attended a 
counseling session and was deemed healthy.

On Friday, June 18, 2010, O’Dowd 
approached the Women’s Center. An advocate 
from the Center assisted her as she filed 
a written report with Public Safety. After 
collecting statements from both O’Dowd and 
Amsler, Public Safety referred the case to the 
RIT Judicial System for adjudication. 

RIT has jurisdiction over any incident that 
“occurs during the course of off-campus 
activities related to RIT” or “adversely affects 
the Institute community” for all persons with 
a continuing relationship with the Institute. 
This includes individuals taking courses or 
training at RIT, residents of Institute housing, 
and individuals who are on co-op. At the time, 
Amsler was on co-op and living in an on-
campus apartment.

The incident was considered a violation of 
RIT Conduct Code, and Amsler was charged 
with possible violations of harassment and “off 
campus behavior.” Harassment is defined as 
“abuse, threats, intimidation, assault, coercion 
and/or conduct, by physical, verbal, signed, 
written, photographic or electronic means, 
which threatens or endangers any person 

on RIT premises or at Institute sponsored or 
supervised functions.” Off-campus behavior 
is defined as “any off-campus conduct which 
RIT deems demonstrates disregard for the 
rights of others.”

Amsler and O’Dowd’s reports were reviewed 
and both parties presented their accounts of 
the incident during a hearing July 8, 2010. 
O’Dowd was the only witness who testified. 
Following the review, Amsler was asked to 
step out of the room while the student conduct 
board deliberated. When he was called back 
in, conduct officer Dawn Soufleris delivered 
the sanction: one quarter deferred disciplinary 
suspension. As part of the sanction, Amsler 
was also required to attend meetings with the 
Women’s Center and attend a workshop on 
healthy relationships.

When deciding on a student’s sanction, 
the Student Conduct Officer takes several 
factors into account. These include — but 
are not limited to — precedent, the student’s 
conduct history, impact on the community, 
intent, remorse and insight, said Joe Johnston, 
associate director of the Center for Student 
Conduct and Conflict Management Services, 
in an email.

Upon completion of a disciplinary hearing, 
any accused can appeal a sanction within seven 
business days of the hearing. Amsler appealed 
the decision and a hearing was scheduled for 
Aug. 2. The sanction remained unchanged.

An additional consequence, due to his 
position at SG, was his resignation as president. 

According to SG Bylaws, “a cabinet 
member may be removed from office for 
subsequent failure to meet qualifications for 
holding an Executive position.” As president, 
Amsler needed to attend classes on the RIT 
campus for at least two quarters during his 
term and maintain a good academic and 
disciplinary standing; as written in the 
bylaws, a president “must not be subject to 
current disciplinary probation.” 

With only one quarter of deferred 
suspension, Amsler had the option of leaving 
for a quarter and returning later. Said Amsler, 
“I could leave campus and go on co-op, and 
come back and do SG and everything. But that 
was my advisor’s decision ... that I couldn’t do 
it. I wasn’t allowed.”

There is nothing in the SG bylaws 
hindering Amsler from running for vice 
president this year.  

I could leave campus and go on 
co-op, and come back and do 
SG and everything. But that was 
my advisor’s decision ... that I 
couldn’t do it. I wasn’t allowed.

The incident was considered 
a violation of RIT Conduct 
Code, and Amsler was charged 
with possible violations of 
harassment and “off campus 
behavior.”
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HAITI ELECTS POP STAR  
AS PRESIDENT

BEYOND THE BRICKS BRICK BEAT

SG UPDATE
For Haiti, a nation still struggling to recover 
following a massive earthquake, a new hope 
has arisen. That hope comes in an unexpected 
form: a newly appointed president without a  
traditional background in politics. Haitian pop 
star Michel Martelly was elected as the new 
president, beating former first lady Mirlande 
Manigat with 67.6 percent of the vote.

Martelly, or “Sweet Mickey,” was a kompa 
singer known for his on-stage habit of swearing 
and drinking. But this political outsider is the 
people’s hope to bring change to the nation. 

After a complicated election process, 
Martelly rose, pledging to be “a man with 
a plan.” 

9/11 “MASTERMIND” TO BE 
TRIED AT GUANTANAMO
Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the self-described 
“mastermind” behind the Sept. 11 terrorist 
attacks, is set for trial by a military commission 
at Guantanamo Bay.  

The Obama administration previously said 
he would be tried in a U.S. civilian court, 
though laws passed by Congress have made 
that possibility nonexistent. A military 
commission will also try four co-conspirators.

Attorney General Eric Holder said that it 
would be best for Mohammed to be tried in a 
federal court, but the trial cannot “be delayed 
any longer.” President Obama agreed with 
Holder’s decision.

SOUTHWEST JET GETS  
HOLE MIDFLIGHT
The loss of pressure in the cabin of a Boeing 
737-300 headed from Phoenix to Sacramento 
led to an emergency landing Friday, April 1. 
Airline officials later discovered a 5-foot hole 
in the plane’s roof.

No passengers were harmed, and only one 
flight attendant “received a minor injury 
upon descent,” according to a Southwest press 
release. Boeing engineer Paul Richter said that 
such cracking in the aluminum skin should not 
have happened for many more years, and that 
the company was surprised by the incident.

Southwest planes are in flight on average 11.7 
hours a day, an hour more than the industry 
average, causing speculation that this, along 
with frequent short trips, caused the tear. 
Richter said that this was more of a “statistical 
event” than anything that would be caused by 
Southwest’s operation of the plane.

As of April 5, Southwest completed 
inspections on all aircraft and has resumed 
normal operation. Five aircraft were found 
to have “minor subsurface cracking” and will 
be out of service until Boeing-recommended 
repairs are complete. A similar incident with 
Southwest occured in 2009.

VERIZON FINED MILLIONS 
FOR FALSE BILLING
Telecom giant Verizon Communications 
has agreed to a $93.5 million settlement 
after a Justice Department investigation. 
Verizon was found to be overcharging on 
communication contracts.

MCI Communications, a Verizon subsidiary, 
overbilled the General Services Administration 
for federal, state and local taxes, as well as 
surcharges in 2001. Both MCI and Verizon 
submitted false claims on property taxes and 
other charges.

Last October, Verizon had to pay $77 million 
in reimbursements and fines after the Federal 
Communications Commission found the 
corporation had collected on false mobile 
phone data charges. Verizon may also have 
violated Maryland state laws by failing to 
notify emergency call centers about network 
failures, leading to thousands of unsuccessful 
911 calls.

Thursday 21
Open Mic Night
Boulder Coffee, 955 Genesee St. 7:30 p.m. 
Release your inhibitions and grab the mic. 
Make it a game with your friends and see 
who gets more applause. Then indulge in 
a warm beverage and treats. Cost: A little 
embarrassment.  

Friday 15
Pitch-a-Tent with Phi Delta Theta
Greek Lawn. 6 p.m. - midnight. CAB Friday 
Night Live, in conjunction with Phi Delta 
Theta, is holding their annual Pitch-a-Tent on 
the Greek Lawn. Enjoy BBQ and live music 
while supporting the fight against Lou Gehrig’s 
Disease. Cost: Free.

FORECAST

Saturday 16
CSA Carnival
Global Village Plaza. Noon - 5 p.m. Follow the 
Caribbean Students Association’s parade from 
the dorms to GVP. Once there, enjoy BBQ and 
live performances. Cost: Free.

Sunday 17
Water Balloon Games
Behind Gracie’s. 1 - 3 p.m. Head out to the field 
behind Gracie’s for a good old-fashioned water 
balloon fight. Partake in other water balloon 
games and indulge in a freeze pop afterward. 
Cost: Free.

Monday 18
Rochester Art Club Spring Show
Arts and Cultural Council, 277 N. Goodman 
St. 10 a.m. - 4 p.m. The club’s annual spring 
show is a juried exhibition filled with 2- and 
3-D works. Enjoy a range of works by local 
artists. Cost: Free.

Tuesday 19
“True Grit”
Hoyt Hall Auditorium - University of 
Rochester, Wilson Blvd. 9:15 p.m. Missed 

“True Grit” while it was in theaters? No 
problem; here’s your chance to see it for a low 
price with fellow students. Cost: $3.

 Wednesday 20
Three Heads 4/20 Celebration
lovin’cup. 7 p.m. Celebrate 4/20 in a different 
way — with some local brews. Goeff Dale, the 
owner of  Three Heads’ Brewing, leads a jam 
session while you sip away on craft beers. 
Cost: Pick your poison.

compiled by Emily Mohlmann

compiled by Christina Belisle | illustration by Justine Raymond

SCOREBOARD DONATION 
FOR NEW ICE ARENA

by James Arn

by Emily Mohlmann

POSSIBLE TRANSFER 
SENATOR
On Friday, April 8,  Student Government 
continued a discussion regarding the potential 
creation of a new senator position to represent 
RIT’s thousands of transfer students.

Vice President David Mullaney said that, 
after the previous week’s discussion, he and 
President Greg Pollock met with the Institute’s 
Board of Trustees. According to Mullaney, 
they seemed very interested in increasing 
representation for transfer students.

Another donation has rolled in for the 
Tigers’ new hockey arena. Alumnus and 
Trans-Lux Corp. CEO J.M. Allain, a 2003 
multidisciplinary graduate, has announced 
plans to donate a $1 million scoreboard to the 
new arena.

Trans-Lux Corp. is a top supplier of 
programmable electronic information 
displays. The center-hung electronic 
scoreboard will be state of the art, though 
exact specifications will not be known until 
plans for the arena are finalized.

Allain, who grew up in Canada, always had 
a love for hockey. His fondness for the sport 
continued when he came to RIT. “The tradition 
of hockey at RIT has always been great, 
and I’m proud to support this new effort to 
enhance the game experience for both players 
and the students,” said Allain. “It means a lot 
personally to more closely align myself with 
the university and become an integral part of 

the planning for this new building.”
Allain’s donation is in support of Tiger 

Power Play, a campaign that hopes to raise $15 
million toward the cost of construction of the 
new arena. The first donation to the fund was 
a $1 million gift from alumni Stephen Schultz, 
a 1989 computer science graduate, and his 
wife Vicki, a 1994 business administration 
graduate.

Director of Student Relations Teraisa 
Chloros spoke strongly in support of the new 
senator position and said that transfer students 
are “not authentically advocated for on this 
campus.” Chloros felt that the main goal of the 
transfer senator should be to create a “transfer 
office” that would help facilitate the students’ 
transition into the university.

Tim Maher, CAST Senator, pointed out 
that it might make more sense for the senate 
as a whole to advocate for the creation of the 
transfer office. This would eliminate the need 
for a senator position that would be dissolved 
after the creation of that office. Several other 
cabinet members pointed out that once transfer 
students spend a few weeks at RIT, their issues 
and problems are little different from those of 
students who entered as freshmen.
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A 75-year-old Georgian woman inadvertently 
cut off internet service to 90 percent of 
Armenia when she damaged an UNDERGROUND 
fiber optic cable while scavenging for scrap 
copper.

St. John’s Wood is the only station in the 
London UNDERGROUND that contains none of the 
letters in the word “MACKEREL.”

A female MACKEREL can lay up to 500,000 eggs 
at a TIME.

The most snow ever to fall during a 24-
hour TIME  period was 75.8 INCHES. This 
occurred between April 14 - 15, 1921, in 
Silver Lake, Colo.

Despite its name, a two-by-four beam is in 
fact only 1.5 INCHES deep by 3.5 inches WIDE.

At a mere 9.5 feet WIDE, the narrowest 
house in New York City sold early last year 
for $2.1 million. The home was the former 
RESIDENCE of actor Cary Grant and poet Edna 
St. Vincent Millay.

The Istana Nurul Iman, the RESIDENCE of the 
Sultan of Brunei, boasts some 1,788 rooms 
and a total floor space of over 2 million 
square feet.  

AT YOUR LEISURE 04.15.11
by James Arn

QUOTE
“Loneliness is about the scariest thing out there.” 
– Joss Whedon

WORD OF THE WEEK
Repine v. – to feel or express dejection or 
discontent. 

The depressed young man took a week 
to repine  over the rejection of the 
beautiful princess.

Definition taken from http://merriam-webster.com.

HAIKU
Walking back from class,
Smell the semen-scented trees.
Damn you, RIT.

OVERSEEN AND OVERHEARD

CARTOON

“I want to dance and punch things at the same 
time.” – Female student at the University of 
Rochester.

“I’ll spread rumors about you on the floor if you 
don’t get back over here.”  – Female student to 
female student in James E. Booth Hall.

REPORTER RECOMMENDS 
star.me

Think back to your kindergarten days. 
Remember those blissful times when school 
involved little more than spelling and naps, 
and even the simplest accomplishment was 
met with a shiny gold star? Luckily for all of 
us, the team over at star.me is bringing back 
everyone’s favorite five-pointed reward, now in 
digital form.

The service allows users to send friends a 
plethora of quirky and charming virtual stars 
for all manner of occasions. To facilitate your 
star distribution, star.me can connect with your 
Twitter and Facebook accounts, allowing you 
to share the love with all your virtual friends. 
The service is currently in a closed beta, but 
invitations are easy to come by, especially if 
you know someone already using the service 
— which all of you do.

STREAM OF FACTS

REMEMBERING  
PROFESSOR  
ANDREAS LANGNER
by Danielle Delp | photograph by A. Sue 
Weisler/RIT 2004

Born in Wuppertal, Germany, Langner 
received a B.S. and a Ph.D. in Chemical 
Engineering from the State University of New 
York at Buffalo in 1985 and 1988, respectively. 
He began teaching at RIT in 1989 and attained 
the rank of full professor in 2000.

Langer was a well-decorated member of 
the faculty recognized for his dedication to 
teaching. In 1991, he was presented with 
the Sears-Roebuck Foundation Teaching 
Excellence & Campus Leadership Award, and 
in 2004, he received the Eisenhart Award for 
Outstanding Teaching.

In addition to teaching, Langner oversaw 
a research lab and served as a mentor to 32 
undergraduate and 31 graduate chemistry 
students.  He was unique in his approach 
to chemistry. He viewed education as an 
adventure, saying on his website that he was 
“…interested in bringing undergraduates, and 
graduate students alike, on a [learning] safari,” 
Those who knew him noted how much he 
enjoyed helping students learn and develop 
skills and how he liked to push his students to 
excel beyond their limitations.

Progression of long-standing health 
complications prevented him from teaching 
some of his planned classes earlier this quarter, 
but he taught a wide range of chemistry courses 
over his long career, including General & 
Analytical Chemistry and Polymer Chemistry. 
He was known for his personable nature and 
the enthusiasm he had for teaching. “He knew 
everyone’s name,” reflected Desiree Davison, a 
first year Biotechnology major and a student 
of Langner’s. “Whenever you would go up to 

On April 5, the RIT flag was lowered 
in mourning for Dr. Andreas Langner. 
A chemistry professor in the College of 
Science, Langner passed away at the 
age of 50 on March 31.

hand in your test, he would always say thank 
you. He was a really nice man.”

 Langner had a profound influence on the 
students he taught and the people he met in 
the two decades he worked as an educator 
at RIT. His patience and desire to challenge 
his students gave him a positive reputation 
throughout the college. His death came as a 
shock to his students, family and co-workers 

alike. He served as an inspiration for many 
with his outstanding perseverance and the 
genuine love he had for his work.

A memorial service will be held at RIT at a 
date and time unannounced at the time of 
publication. 

by Amber Gartung
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“ENDGAME” BY RISE AGAINST
Album | Alternative Rock | 46 mins.
Rating: Dig It!

by Amanda Imperial

“NINE TYPES OF LIGHT ” BY TV ON THE RADIO 
Album | Indie | 43 mins.
Rating: Dig It!

by Vasia Ivanov

While best known for members’ stage antics, 
Rise Against continues to impress fans with its 
distinct sound and powerful lyrics, time after 
time. Since the release of “Appeal to Reason” 
in 2008, the band has only improved. Last 
month, Rise Against released its newest album, 
“Endgame,” and the sound that first made its 
members famous shines through even on this 
release — their sixth.

The first track, “Architects,” begins with 
a booming chord, reminding the listener 
of Rise Against’s trademark sound. When 
vocalist Tim McIlrath enters, there’s a sense 
of familiarity; while songs are varied enough, 
there is seemingly little different between 
this album and any of the group’s previous 
releases. The first few lines of “Help is on the 
Way,” the album’s second track and first single, 
draw the listener in. Though slightly repetitive 
during the chorus, the instrumental and lyrical 
aspects of this song are phenomenal, keeping 
listeners focused until the very end. 

As the album unfolds, the song “Satellite” 
comes to attention. The beat of the song is 
both catchy and memorable. Holding true to 
Rise Against’s style, the song’s lyrics inspire the 
listener to resist oppression and fight for what 
he believes in.

The seventh track, “Survivor Guilt,” is 
the album’s most unusual song. The lyrics 
come from a man who, after being killed in 
battle to save another, talks to the ungrateful 
survivor. Needless to say, this song is much less 
optimistic than Rise Against’s other songs.

No part of this album is easily forgotten. Rise 
Against has done it once again, putting out 
another solid album while keeping true to its 
alternative rock/punk rock way of life.

Few bands can release five consistently 
terrific albums in a row. But TV on the Radio 
is not just any band. “Nine Types of Light,” is 
the Brooklyn-based quintet’s newest album, 
the product of a three-year hiatus. During 
this time, several members of the band 
released solo albums or collaborated with 
other high-profile artists. Coming back from 
these experiences, the band has managed to 
create an album unlike its previous efforts 
while still retaining the unmistakable funky 
and fuzzy dance-punk sound that has 
become its trademark.

“Nine Types of Light” begins with the 
rousing and epic “Second Song,” supported by 
lead singer Tunde Adebimpe’s hypnotic croon 
and a melodic accompaniment of pianos and 
horns. The rest of the album, however, avoids 
this epic sound and explores the band’s softer 
side. Lead single “Will Do” is a romantic and 
intimate promise to someone you could spend 
the rest of your life with; the antithesis of the 
raging sexuality bursting out of their 2006 
breakout hit “Wolf Like Me.” The album’s 

longest song is the beautiful “Killer Crane,” a 
slow-building collection of vocal harmonies 
and banjo melodies. As always, guitarist Kyp 
Malone splits vocal duties with Adebimpe, his 
raspy voice lending itself well to the beautiful 
plea of “Keep Your Heart” and punk attitude of 
“No Future Shock.”

The striking thing about this album is 
how much more mature the band sounds 
— as if any member would be ready to drop 
everything to settle down with a family if the 
right girl came along. “Nine Types of Light” 
is a love album made without melodrama or 
sap, managing to remain consistently honest, 
soothing and different. If this is what love is 
supposed to sound like, they make a stronger 
case than anyone else. 

This biting disenchantment with bagels was only one of the topics 
Adichie discussed during her visit to RIT on Monday, April 4. Standing 
in front of a packed crowd in Webb Auditorium, the award-winning 
author explained her views on identity, feminism and writing.

Adichie came to RIT as the seventh speaker in this year’s Caroline 
Werner Gannett Project, a series designed to exploret the relationship 
between the humanities and technology. Throughout the presentation, 
Adichie spoke with a calm voice that contrasted her lively message. Every 
so often, her eyes would rise to meet the audience just as some wry, witty 
remark sent waves of laughter echoing through the auditorium.

For as long as Adichie can remember, she has been a prolific writer. 
For her, there is a certain spirituality to writing. “Writing itself becomes 
a discovery, a journey,” she explained. “I write because I love the solitude 
of writing, because I love the near mystical sense of creating characters.”

Adichie’s writing has been influenced by many of her life  
experiences, including her struggles with gender. She first became 
aware of gender inequalities in primary school. Her teacher had 
started a competition to choose a hall monitor. Upon discovering that 
the teacher would not choose a girl as the monitor, Adichie retaliated 
with a “campaign of sulking.” This campaign persisted until, finally, her 
frustrated teacher made her co-monitor with the boy who had won.

In 1997, Adichie came to the U.S. to study at Drexel University. Here, 
she became acutely aware of a new concept: race. “In America, I became 
an African,” said Adichie. She recalled the first time a friend of a friend 
referred to her as “that black chick.” For her, it was a startling concept. 
“Of course I had black skin, but that had never been the basis for an 
identity in Nigeria,” she said.

With each new identity, Adichie noted, there came unique baggage. 
When first introduced, her new roommates commented that she didn’t 
look “African.” “I remember looking at them and being surprised that 
20-year-olds knew so little about the world,” she recalled.

Since coming to the U.S., Adichie has published two novels and a short 
story collection; has earned two Master’s degrees; and has received a 
MacArthur fellowship.  Through these awards, she has come to further 
understand the concept of nationalism. When Wole Soyinka, a fellow 
Nigerian, won the 1986 Nobel Prize in Literature, “it was a collective 
victory.” Likewise, when her second novel — “Half of a Yellow Sun” — 
won the Orange Prize for Fiction, strangers started coming up to her 
and hugging her. Said Adichie, “I, too, came to see it as a prize for Africa, 

for Nigeria.” However, as she quickly added, she did get to spend the 
prize money.

While Adichie sees these awards as a great collective victory, there’s 
one question in particular that she still struggles to answer: Is she an 
African writer?

Adichie agrees that identity plays a role in how we read and write. 
As she said, “Our art is shaped from where we come from.” While she 
is undoubtedly African, she’s wary to apply such labels. This act of 
labeling, she argues, brings expectations. And with these expectations 
come constraints. So when asked this question, she gives a different 
answer each time.

As the night drew on, Adichie seemed to reflect on her many identities 
and how they impacted her. “As I stand here, I am many things: African, 
Nigerian, woman, black, feminist,” she said, “but also more important 
things: lover of food, lover of books.”  

DISCOVERING HER IDENTITY
by Alex Rogala | photographs by Jonathan Foster

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie spoke in Webb Auditiorium as part of the 
Caroline Werner Gannett Project on Monday,  April 4.

As a child, Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie loved reading. 

Growing up in Nsukka, Nigeria, books provided a window 

to an exciting, unfamiliar world. At one point in her youth, 

she was particularly enamored with the bagellé, an exotic 

food eaten by a character in an American novel. Visiting the 

United States years later, Adichie finally ordered a bagellé, 

finding, much to her disappointment, that this exotic food — 

a bagel — was basically a “dense doughnut.”
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ROCKIN’ OUT FOR CHARITY
On Friday, April 8, six bands fought for top honors at Phi Kappa Tau’s third 
annual Breezeway Battle of the Bands. “We’re pumped to play music, and 
the fact it’s for charity, it’s even better,” proclaimed Steve Olick, drummer 
and vocalist for The Sunset Magnetic.

by Alecia Crawford | photographs by Jonathan Foster

Nasty Habit performs during the third annual Phi Kappa Tau Breezeway Battle of the Bands.

Second year New Media Interative Development major Marshall Watson jams to The Sunset Magnetic. Watson is the roommate of the band’s bassist 
Luis Rosario, also a second year New Media Interactive Development major.

According to third year Electrical Engineering major Danny Adbeen, 
a brother of Phi Kappa Tau’s Gamma Nu chapter, the Battle of the Bands 
fundraiser was started three years ago by a group of musically minded 
fraternity brothers. At the end of the concert, the winning act receives 
recording, editing and mixing services provided by E-Mix Online and 
RCI Studios. 

The competition is a benefit concert to help raise money for Paul 
Newman’s Hole in the Wall Camps, the national philanthropy of the 
Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. Through the organization children with 

serious illnesses are able to enjoy the camp experience while having 
their medical needs met. In order to help support the cause, spectators 
could purchase raffle tickets to win prizes such as a Buffalo Bills helmet 
signed by running back CJ Spiller, a year’s supply of Panera Bread, and 
gift certificates to local restaurants.

One band that stood out even before the show was Nasty Habit, 
a glam metal band with long hair, tight pants and a party attitude 
that paid homage to hair bands of the 80’s. Bassist Bryan Diona, a 
third year Environmental Science major, posed for pictures with 

drummer David Jordan, guitarist Kenny Ende, and vocalist Tommy 
Ende. When asked what they were most excited about, the general  
consensus was partying. “Sometimes my nights are three days long,” 
said Jordan.

The anticipation grew as No Sad Tomorrow — the night’s first act — 
took the stage, but this excitement soon died as the band began their 
set. The metal band wasn’t particularly clean, and their performance 
was marred by technical issues and forgotten lyrics. The follow-up act, 
Sonia, had a very clean sound that would easily fit in a Saturday night 
set at lovin’cup.

The personable Nasty Habit took the stage next with an obvious “in it 
to win it” attitude. Their choreography and guitar solos surprised and 
impressed the crowd. For the first time that night, the crowd seemed 
genuinely pumped, especially when the lead guitarist jumped off stage 
and proceeded to shred. Their last song, “Heart Breakin’ Hip Shakin’ 
Fox,” was a fan favorite that had the crowd moving.

There was a brief intermission with entertainment by DJ Vacuum 
before Jill McCracken and the Band of Men stepped up with their 
self-proclaimed “ambient death metal” sound — a sound the crowd 
was quite fond of. Their vocal harmonies and unique instrumentals 
stole the audience’s attention. Their cover of Cee-Lo Green’s “Fuck 
You” had spectators singing along. The Sunset Magnetic followed, but 
the glow sticks from Province and the crazy “dancers” performing for 
photographers stole the show. 

Last but not least, ska band The Steakouts stood out with their mini 
brass section and saxophone player. Introducing the second tune, the 
guitarist said, “This song goes out to my girlfriend, whose birthday is 
tomorrow. She hates this song.” The spunky band closed with an outro 
of the Blue Brothers’ infamous riff.

Owner of E-Mix Online, Damion Hill has been running his studio for 
almost 10 years. During the event, he said that he loves the music scene 
in Rochester. He thought that Nasty Habit and Jill McCraken and the 
Band of Men were at different ends of the spectrum sound-wise, but 
had great music. 

The judges consulted with each other, and declared Nasty Habit the 
winner. After the band’s brief acceptance speech, the remaining raffles 
were given away; by the end of the night, they had raised $550. Added to 
$3050 in donations from local businesses, the grand total became $3600 
for Hole in the Wall Camps.

As the event wound down, fourth year Electrical Engineering major 
Evan Evans used his lyrical skills to woo girls. As Evans rapped, the 
girls followed his command to swarm the stage. If not for an already 
announced winner, you would have thought Evans won the show the 
way the girls held out their phones and screamed.

For more information about Hole in the Wall Camps, visit
http://holeinthewallcamps.org

This song goes out to my 
girlfriend, whose birthday 
is tomorrow. She hates 
this song.
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ELECTING SG:
The 2011-2012 Presidential Candidates

by Evan Williams | photographs by Thomas Newton

Asking RIT students how they feel about Student 
Government (SG) will almost always elicit a mixed 
response. The organization is vilified by some, exalted by 
others and ignored by most. While conflicting opinions are 
a natural part of any political or social atmosphere, the 
less-than-positive attitude toward SG often stems from 
feelings that the group is inefficient. Each year, however, 
an almost embarrassingly low percentage of students 
vote to elect a new president, while an overwhelmingly 
majority later complains about this choice. 

With SG elections set for April 18 - 21, informing the 
student body about the candidates becomes increasingly 
important. This year, both presidential campaign 
teams are stressing student involvement. Through this 
involvement, they hope that real changes can be made 
to improve the RIT experience. While these teams have 
different goals, attitudes and opinions, they share a desire 
for student feedback. All four candidates stressed that 

the focal point of their campaign is to take student 
feedback and use it the best they can. Both teams have 
used a variety of methods, both old and new, to get 
their message across to the students. From speeches 
to Twitter accounts and Facebook pages, it seems like 
they have employed every possible option to achieve a 
campus presence.

After attempting to connect with the student body, 
the next step was to get to the meat of each campaign, 
allowing those unfamiliar with the candidates to take a 
look at their goals for the upcoming year.
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“Student life has always been an  issue of connecting students 
to the campus,” said Vice Presidential Candidate Phil 
Amsler.  “It’s about making people happy that they’re 
at RIT and not just a college.” Amsler, a fourth year 

Mechanical Engineering major, wasted no time in expressing his and 
Presidential Candidate Greg Pollock’s desire to focus their campaign 
on improving student life. “We look at housing; we look at parking; we 
look at dining service …  If there are simple things that can be done 
to make things easier or cost less, that’s something we’d really like to  
explore,” said Amsler.

The duo also has more ambitious goals, including the “Tiger Bike” 
program. Modeled after airport luggage cart systems, “Tiger Bike” 
would allow students to use their IDs to rent bikes for free from various 
locations around campus.  They also plan to implement a live feed for 
bus routes; a place for quick wraps or quesadillas in either Frank E. 
Gannett Hall or James E. Booth Hall; and “Tiger Laundry,” a system 
for monitoring the remaining time on residence hall laundry machines.

Pollock, a fourth year Professional Technical Communications 
major, also acknowledged that the strength of student life comes from 
its diversity. “There are so many different backgrounds, experiences, 
religions and opinions that sometimes there are overrepresented and 
underrepresented groups,” he said. “What’s important is making all 
students feel like they’re a part of it all.” Pollock expressed excitement 
over a new website — to be launched in the coming weeks — that 
would be used to gather student feedback and possibly reach out to 
underrepresented groups. “We want to use that website as a way to 
gather opinions and make sure all students feel included,” Pollock said. 

However, as much potential as new websites and Facebook pages 
might hold, Pollock and Amsler still agree that the best way to shape 
their own positions and goals is to get out on campus and talk to people. 

Pollock stated, “Sometimes it’s hosting that simple barbeque that gives 
you the outreach that you need. Everybody appreciates the upfront and 
personal interaction.”

Both Pollock and Amsler have backgrounds running Major Student 
Organizations (MSOs) here at RIT. This year, Pollock has acted as 
President of SG, President of the NTID Student Congress, a Resident 
Advisor, and a peer tutor for NTID’s English and Liberal Arts 
Department. Amsler was President of the Residence Halls Association 
for the past two years, an experience he feels will translate well into his 
role as Vice President. 
“We have accomplished things. We go out and talk to administrators 

and get things done for students,” said Amsler about his role as RHA 
president. Some of these accomplishments include new leather furniture 
and LCD TVs in the dorm lounges; and the implementation of rollover 
debit, an achievement Amsler is proud of. 

Pollock adds that their experience outside SG and in  the MSOs has 
benefited them. “We’ve had an opportunity to look at SG from the 
outside and see what the average student might think,” he said.

When asked about the issues they see with SG and how they anticipate 
fixing them, Pollock and Amsler answered swiftly. “Right off the bat, 
I would have to say spending,” Amsler said. “Spending too much, 
spending too little. We have all these ridiculous standards and forms 
that you have to fill out so that one club can get 20 bucks to buy a 
pizza.” Amsler also criticized the amount of paperwork involved with 
clubs accessing their own money, adding that every person in a club 
that has a slice of pizza has to sign off for it. “That’s absurd. Honestly.  
It’s your money.” 

Amsler also criticized SG for spending too much. Recently the SG 
office was outfitted with orange lava lamps and a refrigerator with an 
LCD touch screen. “Why?” Amsler asked. “It could be so much better 
spent on clubs that really need it. We want to make sure that every club 
and student that comes to us has a quality experience.” 

Pollock concurs. “I like to think that this year’s SG  has put a bandage 
on the problem, but we want to make sure the wound is properly healed.” 
The two jokingly advocated using Scotch tape instead of red tape as they 
look to re-examine the philosophies that SG holds.

GREG POLLOCK & PHIL AMSLER

Between fourth year Information Technology major Dave 
Mullaney and his running mate Chris Scott, a second year 
Chemical Engineering major, there are a combined six years 
of experience in SG. Mullaney has been involved with SG for 

the entirety of his RIT career. Scott, who was Freshman senator in 2009-
2010, was elected Kate Gleason College of Engineering senator this 
year; he’s the only senator from last year to return to SG. 

“Being in Student Government for two years, I’ve seen a lot about how 
it operates and how it can be operated,” said Scott. “One of the biggest 
roles of the VP is to monitor the senators, and I’m the one person with 
the most experience as a senator in Student Government right now.”

Mullaney also brings a long list of experience and credentials to 
the table. He was a Freshman senator and the Golisano College of 
Computing and Information Sciences senator. Mullaney spent two years 
as an RA and is currently the Vice President of SG. He’s been active and 
has implemented change in every organization he has been a part of.

Mullaney and Scott  believe that there are small issues at RIT that can be 
readily fixed but are currently overlooked, including incomprehensible 
bus scheduling. “I hear over and over again ... how many kids complain 
about the bus system. I live in Park Point. I know what it’s like,” said 
Scott. The team has proposed a GPS system for the buses that will allow 
students to track the buses online or using their smart phones, an idea 
modeled after a similar system used at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. 

The team also wants additional dining options closer to the athletic 
facilities for student athletes looking to eat smart in the evenings. “No 
one wants to get out of practice and go eat a candy bar from Bytes  
on the Run,” said Scott. 

Mullaney and Scott implemented social media in full 
force to try and reach as much of the RIT community as 
possible. From Twitter, to Facebook, to their website, the pair 

believes that their experience and ideas can help bring a new  
attitude to SG. 

“I’m really proud of what we do in Student Government, but I feel 
like the organization needs to be shifted in a new direction with a new 
focus.” Mullaney said. “The cabinet and the Senate need to have a new 
focus on what our mission is.” Mullaney acknowledged that SG has 
responsibilities to the Institute and student community and that it seeks 
to unify those commitments. “We need to focus all of our efforts into 
being purposeful,” he says. Mullaney believes purpose can be achieved 
by making sure that all actions taken by SG are beneficial to the students 
and governing bodies at RIT. 

When asked about the issues that SG currently faces, Mullaney and 
Scott also mentioned the budget. The team cited the difficulty many 
clubs face in accessing their own funds as a reason why some groups 
have given up hope of working with SG successfully. Said Mullaney, “We 
see the same groups coming back because they understand the system, 
and I think other groups are intimidated because they don’t understand 
the paperwork and red tape as much.”  

When it comes to the SG Budget, a source of personal frustration 
for Mullaney is the end of the year banquet that the group throws. 
Mullaney compares this to the annual SG Super Bowl party. While both 
events cost the same amount — $10,000 — the Super Bowl party serves 
considerably more students. Also, it’s free. “We’ve got to take a look at 
our budget, take a look at each line, take a look at the number of students 
it impacts, and say, ‘Does this align with our values?’” Mullaney believes 
that adjusting the budget and balancing the amount of representation 
that various student groups receive in the Senate is the best way to “clean 
house” within SG.

It is much easier to point out the similarities between these two 
campaigns than their differences, and the relationship between the two 
seems to be an amicable one. Pollock summed it up: “I’m not running 
against Dave, we’re just running for the same position.” Transportation, 
housing and student life are the focal points for each team, which both 
hope to better serve all students at RIT.

Both parties face challenging goals, but there seems to be a desire 
on everyone’s part to improve the efficiency of SG. Mullaney feels it’s 
important to speak directly to students about what they want from SG. 
The best way to instill change is to do your homework,” he said. 

Scott wants to see the student body make an informed decision 
about whom they will vote for. “I’d much rather people go out and vote 
because they know who they’re voting for, not just because they see my 
name and go ‘Oh, I know him,’” he said.

Once all the debates are finished and the speeches have come to an 
end, the power ultimately lies with the students of RIT. The avenues 
are there, the information is present, and the candidates are more than 
willing to start a dialogue with anyone who will approach them.  

DAVE MULLANEY & CHRIS SCOTT
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Once all the debates are finished and the speeches 
have come to an end, the power ultimately lies 
with the students of RIT. 
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Goals
Create a campus-
wide bike rental 
system.

Establish a new, 
quick dining 
establishment in 
either Booth or
Gannett Hall.

Create a 
notification system 
for monitoring time 
remaining on dorm 
laundry machines.

Improve club
and organization 
access to funds.
  

Goals
Implement a GPS 
tracking system for 
buses.

Improve dining 
options for  
athletes.

Distribute SG 
budget in ways that 
will better fit the 
student body.
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The campus is buzzing and 
posters cover every building 
wall — it’s  Student Government 
(SG) election time again. 
Each candidate has a lot invested in the running, 
and for good reason; SG makes decisions that 
directly affect much of the student body. Beyond 
its own mission to raise pride and spirit on 
campus, it influences many events at RIT from 
behind the scenes.

 “I have seen SG, over the years, shift from being 
a heavy programming body to an organization 
that really is more interested in governance.”

"  "
SG is part of RIT’s shared governance system, which is made 

up of three representative bodies: Academic Senate to represent 
faculty, Staff Council to represent staff members, and Student 
Government to represent the student body. Each group has a 
say in changes to RIT’s policies or initiatives, allowing students 
to make decisions alongside faculty and staff. 

SG didn’t always have an influential role on campus, however. 
In past years, SG focused its efforts on campus events and 
entertainment, and only recently has it become a key player 
in RIT policy. “I have seen SG, over the years, shift from being 
a heavy programming body to an organization that really is 
more interested in governance,” says Dr. Heath Boice-Pardee, 
associate vice president for Student Affairs and co-advisor to 
SG. “They do still do some events, but their events have shifted 
from dances and BBQs to things that really impact the campus 
community.” Boice-Pardee cites 2009’s Dorm Challenge and 
this year’s Real RIT Challenge as examples.

Former SG president Ed Wolf was one of the first proponents 
of this change. “In the past, SG was seen as a joke,” he admits. 

“In fact, former Provost Dr. Stan McKenzie once told me he 
saw SG as the ‘Cheerleaders of the University.’ Regardless, we 
partnered with the other governance groups to become a key 
leader in setting Institute policy and helping RIT become 
more student-friendly.”

The current RIT ID card, likely in your pocket right now, was 
designed by SG in 2005. SG was also responsible for advocating 
free laundry for students, and it later acted on that initiative by 
replacing the laundry machines on campus. Created to keep 
students on campus informed, the SG-initiated Collegiate 
Readership Program passed out 67,950 papers during 2008, its 
first year.

In addition, SG hosts the annual Horton Distinguished 
Speaker for Brick City Homecoming each year, and has 
arranged for such well-known speakers as Rudolph Giuliani, 
Erin Brockovich, Steve Wozniak, Bill Nye, Jimmy Wales and 
Al Pacino. 

Currently, SG is focused on increasing RIT pride, something 
it believes that our school lacks. They have promoted orange 

and brown over the past few years, distributing bracelets and, more 
recently, Principia notebooks in the Institute colors. “Last week I 
saw a young man with orange and brown sneakers,” Boice-Pardee 
mentions, “and I’m fairly certain that he bought them because of 
the school colors.”

Despite its efforts to represent the student body, SG has faced 
its fair share of controversy. In 2007, the College Activities Board 
(CAB) caused a stir on campus by inviting insult comic Lisa 
Lampanelli to perform. Many students were upset by Lampanelli’s 
comments about deaf students, and several people brought their 
complaints to both Lampanelli and SG. Then-president Lizzie 
Sorkin was faced with a challenge: How could she support both 
CAB and offended students, without alienating fans of Lampanelli? 
Fortunately, Lampanelli was open to students’ concerns and 
reacted well to the incident. Now, however, campus organizations 
raise the question of not whether something could be done, but 
whether it should.

More recently, SG became a target of backlash after last year’s 
decision to switch to semesters.  During the debate, surveys 
indicated that the majority of RIT students preferred to keep the 
quarter system. When asked for its input, SG voted in favor of 
semesters despite this knowledge.
“[Then-president Matt Danna] asked SG, based on their 

constituents, what they thought they would want,” Boice-Pardee 
explains. “Everyone voted and it was for quarters. And then I 
thought he did something extremely brave; he asked [SG] in sort of 

a straw vote, based on what they knew.” Unanimously, they voted 
for semesters.” Danna decided to vote on the side of the informed 
leadership. “He took a lot of heat for that,” says Boice-Pardee, “but 
in the end he felt comfortable with his decision.” 

Despite Danna’s confidence, much of the student body was 
frustrated with the decision and felt as though their view was not 
accurately represented. 

In recent years, SG has grown into a more influential player in 
RIT policymaking. Currently, it plans to moves forward with new 
green initiatives and proposals to change meal plans and housing 
selection. Given its new role, SG has been able to accomplish more 
than it has in the past but, for the same reason, it also has faced 
more controversy.  

James Macchiano
During fall 2005, Macchiano worked to launch a new SG website that 
featured links to several RIT services. During his term, SG also created 
Tiger Reviews — a website where students could rate professors — and 
helped bring former NYC mayor Rudolph Giuliani to RIT as a part of 
the Horton Distinguished Speaker Series.

Lizzie Sorkin
Sorkin, the first deaf SG president, worked to provide students with bus 
routes posted at each stop, an earlier exam schedule and SGTV.

Ed Wolf
During Wolf ’s first term, SG made the decision to divide Major Student 
Organizations (MSO) into two categories: Representative Student 
Organizations (such as ACA and Greek Council) and Service Student 
Organizations (such as CAB and WITR). Wolf also worked to create a  
Director of Student Affairs position to act as a liaison between SG and 
the student body.

Ed Wolf (Second Term)
During his second term, Wolf helped bring wireless internet to the 
academic side of campus, created the position of Graduate Senator 
to represent graduate students at RIT, and aided in the creation of 
OUTspoken, an MSO that replaced the position of GLBT Senator.

Matt Danna
During Danna’s term, SG moved into a new office on the first floor of 
the Campus Center. Amongst some controversy, SG voted to replace the 
quarter system, settling the Institute’s debate over semester conversion. 
In addition, Danna also helped create Student SPEAK UP Day, an event 
that tries to promote student feedback through the use of surveys.

What
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The contest began so quietly that I first walked past 
it; I never thought a sport where you’re expected to 
slam balls directly at another person could begin 
so casually. There was a singular focus in the way 
the players warmed up and began their matches 
without show or fanfare. As these matches played 
out, it became apparent that the RIT Men’s Tennis 
Team would maintain their calm against the St. John 
Fisher Cardinals and take the win — this season’s 
first. 

Eight seemed to be the magic number during 
doubles matches, which the teams played first. 
Third year Biology major Tennyson Saucedo 
and second year Microelectronic Engineering 
major Will Abisalih defeated their opponents 8-2 
in first doubles. In second doubles, second year 
Environmental Science major Neville Bilimoria and 
third year Mechanical Engineering major Larry Hall 
won 8-6. Third year Computer Science major Max 
Bogue and first year Mechanical Engineering major 
Amos Baptiste won their match 8-5 at third doubles. 

The teams were in sync, each man on the court 
did what was expected of him without need for 
communication. Head Coach Krystina Bachner 
needed only to shout encouragement — her 
players knew what to do, making short work of the 

Cardinals’ doubles teams.
Following doubles matches, the Tigers brought 

the same focus and finesse to singles play. Many of 
the Cardinals, on the other hand, began breaking 
down, giving in to frustration and finding it harder 
to keep the score even. Saucedo won 6-1 at first 
singles, running off the court in time to make it to 
his afternoon class. Abisalih won second singles 
6-0, and his opponent — Cardinal John Whelehan 
— admitted afterward, “I got my ass beat.” Hall 
similarly won his match, leaving opponent Greg 
Duffy sore and shutting him out during the first 
set. Hall would go on to win 6-0 and 6-4. Bilmoria 
had a rougher time, playing a tough match against 
veteran Cardinal Jake VanBuren, but he ultimately 
powered through to win the match 7-5 and 6-2. 
Bogue, playing fifth singles, also finished quickly, 
winning 6-0 and 6-1 in the same relaxed fashion 
predominant for the Tigers. The team hungered for 
victory, something no one could distract them from 
obtaining it.

But what is sport without a little drama? In 
sixth singles, first year Mechanical Engineering 
major Alex Russin brought a bit of tension to the 
match, losing the first set against the Cardinals’ 
Chris Maley 2-6. After a long day of tennis, the 

composure present in the beginning of the day 
was waning and both Russin and Maley were 
getting rattled, shaking their heads and cursing at 
each mistake or missed opportunity.

Although Russin lost the first set, he was never 
dominated by Maley. “I knew we had the chance to 
go 9-0,” Russin said. “I really wanted that, but I knew 
that I’d have to fight for it.” The second set began, 
and the score bounced back and forth. Russin now 
had the full attention of everyone else on the team, 
as well as a number of random passersby. He didn’t 
disappoint, winning the second set 6-3.

In order to win the match and shut out Fisher, 
Russin needed a 10-6 win in a third set tiebreaker. 
Slowly, the points crept up in RIT’s favor, Russin 
playing hard for each ball. Finally, at 9-6 in favor 
of Russin, Maley made his final mistake, hitting 
the ball out on his serve and giving the last hard-
fought point to Russin to complete RIT’s victory: 
Tigers 9, Cardinals 0. It was a perfect first win for 
the Tigers, and with a team this uniformly strong 
and composed, there’s no doubt they’ll continue to 
dominate. 

MEN’S TENNIS DOMINATES  
IN SEASON’S FIRST WIN by Ali Coladonato | photograph by Neal Danis

RIT's Tennyson Saucedo slaps hands with a team mate before their match against the St. John Fisher Cardinals on Tuesday, April 5.
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On April 9, two things were beautiful in the 
world of RIT Softball. One was the weather. The 
other was the pitching. On a radiantly sunny 
60-degree day, the Lady Tigers brought their “A” 
game with them as they recorded back-to-back 
shutout victories (4-0 and 2-0) in an Empire 8 
conference doubleheader.

Second year Graphic Design major Arielle Link 
started things off for the Lady Tigers during the 
first game, smashing a line drive over the left field 
fence in the bottom of the second inning. A single 
by third year Diagnostic Medical Imaging major 
Allee Emmi kept things rolling. This was followed 
by a double from second year Mechanical 
Engineering major Emily Courtney, making it 
possible for Emmi to score on a wild pitch.

The Tigers then made it 3-0 in the fifth inning 
when third year Chemical Engineering major 
Shannon McCormick laid down a bunt for a 
single; stole second; advanced to third on a fly 
ball hit by second year Mechanical Engineering 
major Tori Nadow; and scored on a wild pitch. 

RIT then capped the scoring in the sixth when 
Nadow singled with the bases loaded.

The pitching was strong during this first game 
as fourth year Photography major Carlissa Cole 
hurled a three-hit, seven-strikeout performance. 
She seemed to keep her cool the entire game, and 
only allowed one runner past first base.

In game two, second year Physician Assistant 
major Brittany Kemp threw her first complete 
no-hitter while recording 13 strikeouts. 
According to the RIT Athletics site, this is the 
first no-hit performance since the 2001 season. 
It is also the fourth no-hitter in the history of 
the program.

Staying sharp the entire game, Kemp allowed 
only one base runner — a lead-off walk to Utica’s 
Kristie Jones at the top of the second inning. 
However, she was unstoppable from that point 
on, retiring the last 18 batters she faced. During 
the seventh inning, she struck out the side to earn 
her fifth win of the year.

The RIT batters, on the other hand, were not 

as spectacular, but they also produced results. In 
game one, RIT pounded out 11 hits — and seven 
of nine batters had at least one to their name. In 
the second game, Nadow scored both of RIT’s 
runs, reaching home on an RBI single by Kemp 
and tripling then scoring safely on a wild pitch 
in the fifth.

RIT Head Coach Rebecca Stryker, now in her 
second season, was impressed with the pitchers’ 
performances. What was the key to success? “Just 
throwing strikes when we need [them], staying 
off the plate otherwise and keeping the pitches 
out of their zone,” said Stryker.

With the two wins, RIT improved to 11-6 in the 
season and 3-1 in Empire 8 conference play, while 
Utica fell to 10-10 overall and 1-3 in Empire 8.

The team’s next home game will be Wednesday, 
April 20, against D’Youville at 3 p.m.  

 

SOFTBALL’S KEMP, COLE BLANK UTICA
COMBINE FOR THREE-HIT AFTERNOON
by Jeff McKinzie | photograph by William James Ingalls

Tiger Allee Emmi (#6) makes a double play in the fourth inning against Utica College.
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ABANDONING FEMINISM 
by Michelle Spoto | illustration by Jai Kamet

However, it’s the women that I’m calling out this time. I can’t tell you 
how many women I’ve met who refuse to call themselves feminists, 
simply because they don’t want to be associated with the stereotype. 
They think, “Well, I’m not like that — I don’t shave my head, I don’t 
march at protests, and I haven’t abandoned my femininity.” Ask 
anyone, however, if they believe that men and women are moral, 
political and social equals (the foundation of feminism) and the 
answer is almost always a resounding “yes.”

Ladies, I don’t quite understand. Why abandon the movement that 
has won you the right to vote, the right to use birth control and other 
forms of equality? While the ideas of the feminist movement may 
seem too “radical” for your taste, it is progressive thoughts like these 
that led to the equality you now seem to take for granted.

When the first wave of feminists in the late 19th century met at 
the Seneca Falls convention in 1848 to release their Declaration of 
Sentiments, much of society was appalled. In addition to the right 
to vote, these early feminists wanted more social freedoms and the 
recognition of equality. The declaration stated, “[It is] resolved, that 
woman is man’s equal — was intended to be so by the Creator, and 
the highest good of the race demands that she should be recognized 
as such.”

Opponents of the feminist movement were afraid that it would 
be detrimental to family life and the social structure of the time. 
So began the stereotype that feminists pose a threat to all that is 
moral and right, a misguided judgment that still exists. While these 

“demands” of the first-wave feminists seem like common sense today, 
they were extremely radical for the time.

Again, when another wave of feminism appeared in the 1960’s, 
with supporters promoting sexual freedom, independence and 
reproductive rights, opponents used lies and scare tactics to draw 
support away from the movement. Anti-feminists, such as those 
involved with the successful Stop-ERA (Equal Rights Amendment) 
movement, also hindered equality by undermining legitimate 
feminist concerns. Phyllis Schlafly, the woman at the forefront of 
Stop-ERA, once said, “Sexual harassment on the job is not a problem 

It’s the new F-word: It’s taboo, it’s stigmatized, and its 
use has serious implications. Feminism is so dirtied with 
images of man-hating, bra-burning radicals that even the 
most liberal of people hesitate to label themselves as 
such. Men most often feel the effects of our patriarchal 
society as it impacts the women closest to them: their 
sisters, mothers and friends. Feeling disconnected from 
the movement, some men may have trouble relating to 
feminism. While this isn’t justifiable, it is understandable.

for virtuous women …” Today, this seems like a shocking display of 
ignorance and betrayal to one’s own sex. History repeats itself, however, 
and the reproductive and sexual freedoms that the second-wave feminists 
fought hard for have become commonplace in today’s society. While the 
ideas of the current feminist movement may seem radical or outrageous 
today, history has shown that society will eventually catch up.

While feminists make progress on workplace equality and reproductive 
healthcare availability, their work is slowed by their tarnished image. 
Greater equality in all sectors of life will only come if the feminist movement 
is supported. Let’s clean up the image of feminism; leave behind the idea 
of feminists as radicals and man-haters; and help support a movement that 
has created a more equal society.

The opinions expressed are solely those of the author and do not reflect the 
views of REPORTER. 
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WORD ON THE STREET by Joshua Barber
“What would your SG campaign slogan be?”

Michael Young
Game Design and Development, First Year

Irene Kannyo
Biomedical Sciences/Psychology, FifthYear

Paul Richard
Mechanical Engineering Technology, Second Year

“Vote for me and I will teach 
you how to ride a unicorn.”

“Vote for me and I’ll make 
Pokémon real.”

“Fuck bitches, get money 
(running for Secretary).”

“Stay Classy RIT.” 
Tim Kendrick
Software Engineering, First Year

Victor Santigo
Graphic Design, Third Year

“If you vote for me I will 
give you some of my lovin’.”

George Simpson
Computer Science, Sixth Year  

“10 percent less fat than 
the leading brand.”



RINGS 585.672.4840 All calls subject to editing and truncation. 
Not all calls will be run. REPORTER reserves 
the right to publish all calls in any format.

SUNDAY, 1:29 P.M. (from text)

WENT TO BUFFALO FOR THE WEEKEND AND 
GOT FOUR DIFFERENT PEOPLE HIGH FOR THE 
FIRST TIME. I’M LIKE A JEHOVA’S WITNESS... 
BUT FOR WEED.

TUESDAY, 5:44 P.M. (from text)

Today, I thought I saw someone 
texting on the quarter mile. Turns 
out they were playing “Pokémon 
Blue” on a Game Boy Color.

TUESDAY, 8:54  A.M. (from text)

THERE WAS A WORM MASSACRE ON 
THE QUARTER MILE THIS MORNING. 
LUCKILY, WORMS WON’T STAIN MY 
BOOTS AS MUCH AS SALT. 

compiled by Amanda Szczepanski & Moe Sedlak

FRIDAY, 7:39 P.M. (from text)

I DEFINITELY WASN’T SOBER 
WHEN I ADDED ZONIES TO 
SPEED DIAL LAST NIGHT.

SUNDAY, 10:43 A.M. (from text)

So I just pulled into the Global 
Village parking lot and the campo 
car that is always taking up a spot 
has a ticket. Parking just got some 
respect from me!

SUNDAY, 11:57 P.M. (from text)

HEY RINGS I WANNA TICKLE YOUR BELLY 
BUTTON FROM THE INSIDE. I’M GONNA WRAP 
YOUR LEGS AROUND MY HEAD AND WEAR 
YOU LIKE THE CROWN THAT YOU ARE.

WEDNESDAY, 5:11 P.M. (from text) 

THIS MINT MILK TASTES BETTER THAN 
IT LOOKS/SOUNDS, LIKE LIQUID MINT ICE 
CREAM WITH HALF THE CALORIES, SO I CAN 
HAVE TWICE AS MUCH!

THURSDAY, 1:32 P.M. (from voicemail)

YOU KNOW IT’S GETTING NICE OUT WHEN THE 
HIPSTERS ARE PRETENDING TO SKATEBOARD 
IN FRONT OF BOOTH HALL.

SATURDAY, 7:01 P.M. (from text)

HEARD MY RA BANGING THIS DUDE LAST NIGHT. I LIKED IT.
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